The RTK Bridge-X Bluetooth Receiver frees your equipment from the clutter of extra cables. Compatible with industry-leading precision guidance systems including Trimble, Topcon, and AgLeader, the RTK Bridge-X Bluetooth Receiver extends the unrivaled connectivity and access of your RTK Bridge-X to all of your agriculture implements and precision guidance systems.

Reliable serial interface provides all the connectivity that you require. It’s simple to deploy and even easier to use.

Lose the cables and gain the convenience of wireless Bluetooth connectivity for all of your systems requiring RTK corrections.

### FEATURES
- Eliminates running cables between all your various guidance systems
- Supports multiple guidance systems simultaneously
- Effective for distances up to 30 meters
- Exclusively engineered for the Intuicom RTK Bridge-X
- Compact design
- Weather-proof enclosure
- Simple serial interface

### BENEFITS
- Avoid the time-consuming process of running cumbersome cables to various implements and guidance systems
- Leverage the precision of RTK corrections with the wireless convenience of Bluetooth

### SUPPORTED RECEIVERS
Industry-standard precision guidance systems including:
- AgLeader ParaDyme Receivers
- Topcon AGI-4 Receivers
- Trimble 252/262/372 Receivers
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